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The Oasis of Mara
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californicum)

Joshua Tree National Park

The reddish stems you see
growing on honey mesquite
produce the main food source

for the Phainopepla,a large
black or gray bird with a
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feathered crest. The desert

mistletoe produces very sticky
berries that can pass unharmed
through the digestive tracts
of these birds. When the bird excretes the

mistletoe's indigestible seeds, the small mound
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See inside of guide for a selection of plants found on this trail.

The Flora of Joshua Tree National Park
Three distinct biogeographic regions converge in Joshua Tree
National Park, creating a rich flora; nearly 730 vascular plant
species have been documented here.

of sticky, red pulp clings to the branches. If
the seeds germinate on a suitable host plant,the misdetoe
will attach itself with specialized "roots." It's a win-win: the
mistletoe provides food for the Phainopepla, and the bird
helps disperse the plant's seeds.

Spring Annuals

Turkey vultures can often be seen resting or soaring above the palm trees at the
oasis, especially during migration.

Many people think of landscapes as being either natural or
human-influenced,and imagine a clear distinction between the
two. A cultivated garden is human made,this thinking goes,and a
landscape dominated by native desert species is natural. Reality is
more complicated. Most landscapes on Earth have a long history

of human use and management.The Oasis of Mara is a great
example: people have used the fresh water and natural resources
present here since time immemorial.
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"Mara" is the name given to this place
by the Serrano people, whose traditional

songs describe the area around the oasis

The Sonoran Desert to the south and east, at elevations

Locseliastrum schottii

Monopiilon bellioides

less than 3000 ft (914 m), contributes a unique set of plants
that are adapted to a bi-seasonal precipitation pattern
(winter and summer), as well as a low frequency of freezing
conditions. The higher elevations of the park are dominated

Oligomeris
Unifolia

only flower after hot monsoonal rain events, at a time of

year when many people assume the desert to be completely
dormant. Looking at plants is a year-long activity in Joshua
Tree. Pair the list in this guide with a botanical field guide
and see how many you can identify.
Happy hiking!

A roadrunner on the Oasis

materials in California. Arrow-weed

of Mara path.
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in late summer.

Rafinesquia
neomexicana

diversity: shrub assemblages here, for example, are among
the most diverse vegetation types in North America. To
appreciate the full floristic richness of this area, try to catch
the fleeting bloom of annual plants, which represent half
the species found in the park. Many of these annuals will

one of the most important basketry

hunting arrows and large, woven containers.
Some of these held the copious amounts of
pounded mesquite beans harvested each year

upland area represents the southwestern corner of the

It is the intermingling of species from all three of these
biogeographic regions that lends the Park its incredible

deergrass(Muhlenbergia rigens) that
still grows at the base of the palms was

(Pluchea sericea) was used for making

by the Little San Bernardino Mountains, an eastern extension

of California's Transverse Ranges. Although this desert
Mojave Desert, it also serves as a conduit for many plants
to reach their easternmost distribution, thus providing for an
interesting mix of chaparral, montane, and desert species.

as their first home in this world. The

Chaenaclis

Achronychia cooperi

fremontii

People have long gathered the fruit of palm
trees, used palm fibers for baskets or shoes,

and employed large palm leaves as thatch for
homes. Native Americans periodically burned
Trail Information

This short trail (0.5 mi/0.8 km)is located in Twentynine Palms

the palm groves to control for the palm borer
beetle,stimulate new fruit production,and

at the Joshua Tree National Park Oasis of Mara Visitor Center.

encourage deergrass growth.

This oasis is unique within the Park due to the more alkaline
conditions, the large stand of honey mesquite, and the
surrounding playas and fans dominated by desert saltbush and

burrobush, which prefer heavier soils. This flat paved loop is the
most accessible place to view the California fan palm, as well

as a number of plant species found in very few places in the
park, such as arrow-weed and Mojave seablite. Along the way,
interpretive signs introduce visitors to the historical significance
and local ecology of this site, and there are several places to sit
down and enjoy the view.

Deergrass
(Muhlenbergia
rigens).

While surveying the area in 1855,Colonel Henry Washington
(George Washington's nephew)noted the presence of cultivated
rows of indigenous American crops such as corn, beans,and
squash. These crops were supported by abundant water that used
to rise to llie surface at this oasis.

Today,coyotes eat the fallen palm fruit and birds flit among the
mesquite. People enjoy the shade, much as they have for centuries.
The landscape you see at the Oasis of Mara evokes many stories;

The Oasis of Mara
A Botanical Trail Guide

this is a place that is—and long has been—both natural and
human-influenced.
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